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Introducing Tar tan's Legacy 36

Our  Mission

At  Tar t an and Legacy Yacht s we have a passion t o deliver  t he 
best  owner  exper ience possible.  Our  com m it m ent  t o design 
and engineer ing is based on t ot al  per form ance.  We don't  
believe t hat  a sim ple super f icial appeal t o aest het ics is 
enough t o serve t he int erest s of  our  owners.  Our  designers, 
builders and sales t eam  underst and and appreciat e t hat  
every yacht  we build m ust  be t he best  yacht  we build.  
Tar t an's Legacy 36 of fers accom m odat ing designs present ed 
in a proven hull shape w it h sophist icat ion and head t urning 
good looks.
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36
Design

Tartan's new Legacy 36 brings 
together the considerable design and 
engineering resources of Mark Ellis 
and Tim Jackett with the Tartan Design 
Team.  The hull design continues Ellis' 
use of a modified deep V hull with 
wide chine flats and centerline flats 
extending aft to produce a sea kindly 
hull that gets on plane at low speeds.  
This proven hull design delivers a 
yacht with great performance and 
handling characteristics along with 
excellent fuel efficiency.   Combined 
with Tartan's advanced composite 
technology, inventive and creative 
interior detailing and award winning 
systems installations, the L36 is sure 
to please.

The Hull

The Legacy 36 hull is finely sculpted above the waterline, 
featuring a traditional sheer line, distinctive aft raked 
transom, functional bow flare forward and graceful 
tumble home aft.  The underwater configuration includes 
a running keel/skeg combination that offers great 
protection for the prop and skeg hung rudder.  It also 
provides superior tracking in adverse sea conditions.  By 
pairing wide chine flats and centerline flats, the 36 planes 
at low speeds, boosting efficiency at comfortable running 
speeds.  Forward, the V'd entry allows the 36 to handle 
the toughest conditions, while maintaining a dry and 
stable ride.    

Advanced Com posit es

Tartan's experience in advanced lamination technology and materials produces a hull of uncompromised strength, 
combined with sensible weight savings.  The hull is infused under vacuum with high strength modified epoxy vinylester 
resin, eliminating air voids, and compacting the laminate to the ideal glass to resin ratio.  By utilizing the best marine gel 
coat, and high strength knitted e-glass unidirectional fabrics over light weight coring, the Legacy 36 will deliver years of 
safe and reliable performance.

On Deck

Under way or at the dock, the experienced  yachtsman will appreciate the attention given to deck details that enhance 
safety and comfort.  The aft cockpit is large and accommodating, providing  seating in an aft settee as well as two 
additional seats adjacent to the entrance to the helm deck.  Tall bullwarks, a secure bow rail and plenty of handholds 
offer security when heading to the fore deck.  Extensive ventilation is provided by stainless steel opening deck hatches, 
portlights and helm deck opening side and center windows.  The deck is thoughtfully trimmed with epoxy coated 
Sapelle, a beautiful African hardwood, all expertly finished with high gloss two part urethane clear coat for an easy to 
maintain yacht finish.  The deck shares the same high tech , vacuum infused lamination as the hull, resulting in a strong 
and light weight  deck structure.
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36
Helm  Deck  & Int er ior

The helm deck salon and interior showcase 
Tartan's renowned joinerwork.  Available in 
several configurations all executed to 
perfection in varnished cherry.  The aft end of 
the helm deck is enclosed with dramatically 
curved acrylic panels and a powder coated 
aluminum framed sliding door.  The helmsman 
and navigator are pampered with secure and 
comfortable pedestal chairs.  The helm console 
is a beautifully crafted unit with ample space 
for all of the electronic essentials all 
surrounding a tilt ing Stazo wheel.  The mate 
gets equal attention with a very functional nav 
table with a pull out laptop or tablet drawer.    

The below deck accommodations offer either a private cabin forward or open arrangement plan with a queen size island 
berth with ample storage in drawers and lockers.  The head to starboard includes a full stall shower and is finished in easy 
to maintain laminates, gel coat and solid surface countertops.  To port, it 's your choice; galley down with full cooking 
facilit ies, freezer and refrigeration and beautifully finished sold surface countertops, or the galley up layout offers a choice 
of a below deck settee that converts to a berth or a private guest cabin.  The solid stock  varnished Sapelle sole and 
handcrafted cherry trim all provide a level of warmth, comfort and opulence not found in typical production yachts.

    

Engine and Syst em s

An inspection of the L36 engine layout, drive line and shipboard systems reveals a well thought out plan with particular 
attention given to ease of access, functionality and serviceability.  The standard Cummins QSB 6.7 480 HP, electronically 
controlled engine is a marvel of modern diesel technology.  Clean running and efficient the installation features an 
oversized prop shaft coupled to a precise 5-axis machined, 4 blade propeller for maximum performance.  Take comfort in 
knowing that the driveline is well protected by a keel/skeg that includes a cast bronze shoe between the end of the skeg 
and the rudder tip.  The engine room is also the hub for all electrical and plumbing systems.  Top of the line components, 
all t inned copper  wiring with heat shrink terminal connections and low maintenance semi-rigid plumbing highlight the 
attention given to providing years of convenience and trouble free on board systems.

Utilizing the best build practices and proven hull design, all enfolded into a yacht with head turning good looks, Tartan's 
Legacy 36 is a leader in her class.
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